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Overview
I I

This manual is written for the perso'n who will be responsible for choos"
ing the passing score on an edbcational or occupational test Our pur-
pose in wnting the manual is to help you select and apply a method for

choosing the passing score. Therefore. we have triedrconcentrate on
practical adqce, rather than discussions of theory or descriptions of re-
search finchrfgs For the reader who'is interested in ttuise topics, we
have incIuded a brief bibliography Whe end of the manual The man-
ual itself is divided into seven sections'.

1. Decisiont. Standards.' and Judgments. tome key concepts and
sdme things to consider in choosing a method for choosing the pass-

f,
ing scoere: '

2. Methods Based on Judgments About Test Question's a how-to-do-it
section:

3:Methods Based on Judgments About Individual Test-Takers,
another how-to-do-it section:

4. Methods Based on Judgments About a Group of Test-Takers- yet
another how;to-do-it section:

5. Choostng a Standard-Setting Method, our recorrAendations for
choosing among the methods presented in the previous three sec-

-

6. Sociql and Pohtiacil Issues. a bpef discussion of some sources of con-
troversy over passing scores:

7. Helpful Hints. practical advice not included in the previous sections
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Decisions,
Standards,

-and Judgments
.

Deciiions

A test score is a pie-ce of infonpSon about a persOn . How can you use
that information.to make a decision? One way is to consider eaCh per-
soils test scord along tvitb other informatiOn about that persou, apply
your own judgment, and make the decision. This case-by-case method
ofjecision making has some important advantages, Because you do
ntt.have to specify your criteria for, the decision in acivance, you can
take atcounlât any refevanynformation you May have about the test-

. taker, even if you did not originally plan to use it. Case-by-case deci-
sion-making offers:each test taker the chana..- to be cortf,dered individ-
ually as a whole person. However, it also ffs some serious`drawbaclp.
It is subjective, in that two different decision-makers can arrive at differ-

.ent decisions on the basis of the same information, You Cannot ade-
quately describe Your criteria for the decisign in the forin of a.staternent
to.fhe test-takers and other interested persons. In-sliort: caSe-by 'case

, decision making offers no assuranth to the test takers that they will be
treated fairly. As a result, it can leave you open to charges of favoritism,
prejudice, or arbitrary and capricious actions. For these reasons, you
may prefer io use a decision rule that you will apply in the same way to
all test-takers. Your decision rule Will specify what information you wilt
be Using and hOw you will use it in making decisions about, individual
test-takers,

One very simple and very common type of decision rtil Wic classify
tha test-takers into .two groups. a higher-sCoring group and 44,jower-

"sctiring group. Decision rules of this tylie are used in many differeliVest
- --ing situations. Here are only a few examples:

The higher="sconng group will go on to another unit of ruclion,
the fpwer-scOring group will repeat the previous unit.

- The higher-scoring group will receive a diploma or certifica . the
lower-scoring group will not.

The higher-scoring group will be licenSed to practice a profess*,
the lower-seoring group will not.

. .
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The lower-scoring' group will receive some kind df spedal reme-
dial instruction; the higher-scoring group wi not.
Thg higher-sconng group will be admitted o a training program.
the lower-scoring group will not.
The higher-scoring group will tie given credit.for a college course
without taking the' cdurse. the lower-scoring group will not.

when rilore complicated decision rules are used, part of the rule

Involves 'classifying test-takers into a higher-scoring group and a
lower-sconng group For example, a professfonai certifying board might

' decide to grant certification only to persons who have completed an ac-
credited traThing program and have at least two years', experience in the
profession and earn at least a specified score on aprtification test

To use a test score in these types of decision rules, you must choose
the test score that will separate`the higher-scoring group from' the lower-

scoring group. The.purpose of this manual is to help you make that
choice by describing several methods, that Ou can uses

In this manual, we will ttse the traditional terms "pass" and "fail" to in-
dicate the placmg of a test-taker into the.bigher-scoring group or the
lower-scoring group. We will refer to the score that separates the two'

groups as the "Passing score." We realize that these terms will be inap-

prpriate for some tgsting situations. However, we believe that our
ma'nual will be more useful if we use these concise and familiar terms

Standards
)

A standard is an answer to the question, "How much is enough?" There

are standards for many kinds of things, including the purity of food
products, the effectiveness of fire extingui;hers, and the cleanliness of

auto exhaust fumes. When you choose a passing score, you are setting

a standard for performance on aTest.
Choosing,the passing score,wduld not bea problem if the test-takers'

scores always fell neatly into two groups, one group of nearly 'perfect

scores and one group' of seorses'at or near the chance level. Unfortu-
nately, in the real world of testing., we rarely get puch clear-cut results
We have to face the difficult task of deciding how Much is enough

Standards can be either absolute or relative. A relative standard de:
pends on comparisons between indMduals, an absolute Standard does

not. In testing, a relative standard depends on comparisons among the
test-takers. The question, "How good is good enough?" is answered in

10
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terms of the test-takers' scores For ex'ample, consider the following

statements: _

1 1f your score is in the top 5 percent of (he group. it is good, eno*"
2. "If your score is above the average score of the group, it i good

enough

3 If your score is hot more than k points below the average score of

the group. it is good effough

4,-.."If your score is not in the.bottom 2 petcent of the group. it is good
enough.-

Each of these four statements expresses a relative standard In-each
case. "good enough-is defined in terms of the scoies of the test-takers
An individual test-taker's score 41 be compared against a standard tbat

depends on the scores of the other test-takers. The higher the other test-
takers' scores are, the higlaer the standard will be, In contrast, an ab-
solute standard is one that does nots_clepenct on the perforrh*ce of the
test-takers who will be measured against itig f`or the person whip takes a

test thatowill be used with an absolute standard, il'does.not matter how

- well the other test-takers do, because their scores will riot affect the stan-,

dard.
To Itnow whether a passing Seore represents an absolute standard or

a relative standard, you need to know whether the test scores are ex-

pressed ij absolute or relatieve terms. To say, "The passing score is60
o.ut of a possible' 100," tells you little, unless you know what "60"
means. If if means "60 percent of die 'questions anSwered correctly," the

passing score represents an absolute standad. If it means "better than

60 per-cent of all the test-takers;" or "twp standarcl,deviations* beloW the

average score of the test-takers." the passing.seore repfesents a relative

standard.
Choosing a passing score to represenra relative standard is not diffi-

cult, you cr-toose the score that pa4es the desired number or pereentage

of the test-takers. For example, if the test is being used to select students

itlikttn advanced course that is Jitnited, fo thirty students, the passing
score will be the score-that passes exactly thirty students This manual
will concentrate on methods for choosihg a passing score thal,repre-

sents an absolute standard.

'The "standard deviation" is a measure of how widely the,scores of a gr9up of test takers

arespread out along the test score scale
1

11
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Judgments
.

Any standard Asolute or relativeis based on some tre of judg-
ment. A standard is ail answer to the question, "How good is good
enough?" and this quiestion can be..answered only byssomeone's judg-
ment. The choice of a passing score will involve judgments at some
point in the process It is important that these judgments be

--__(1) made by persons who Ire qualiTied to make'them,

(2) meaningful to the persons who are malOgiFiein. and.

(3) made in a way that takes into account the purpose of the test.

These three requirenients are interrelated. Different methods for choos
ing a passing score requiee different types of judgments and, therefore,
somewhat different qualifications for the judges In describing each
method. we wdl describe the necegsary qualifications for the judges, and
we will suggest ways to get them to keep the purpose of.the test in mind

when they are making theinjudgments.

Two TypeS of Wrohg Decisions ,

. . .

0 Whenever you use a test to classify the test-takers into two groups, two
kinds of wrong decisions can occur.

1. A testlaker who actually belongs in the_lower group can get a.score
above the passing score.

2. A test-taker who actiolly belongs in the higher groilp can get a score
below the passing score,

These wrong, decisions occur Ilecause tests are almost nev'er perfect
measures of the knowledge and skills they are intended to measure A
test taker's skills may vary from day to day and even from hour to hour
A test taker may guess at-some of the qU'estiOns. and there is no way to

distinguish lucky guesslom an answer that the test taker really knew.
For mostAests: the questions or problems do not include every item of
knowledge and every possible appkation of the skills that the test is in._
tended to measure. The questions or problems are only a sample of all
those that could have been inducied. and they may give a misleading
picture of the skills of ,some of the test-takerg.

12



For all these reasons. on most tests it is impossible to choose a passing
-score that will completely eliminate wrong dedsions. You can reduce ,
the chance of passing a test-taker who should fail, by using a higher
passing score. However, by doing so you will increase the chance of
failing a test-taker Who should pass. Similarly, you cap, reduee the
chance of failing a test taker who should pass. by using a lower passing .
score, but you will_increase the chance of passing a test-taker who
should fail. Improving the test will reduce the number of wrong deci-
sioris but will not gfiminate them entirely.

If eqher type of wrong decision were of no consequence, you woUld
not need to use a test, you could simply pass everybody or faiLevery-
body. For example, if passing an unqualified ,ttest-ta'ker would,do no
harm at all, your best decision rule would be to pass everybody. The,
method you'use to choose the passing score should, take bothlypes of
possible wrong decisions into account. ,

11
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Judgmenfs About
:k Test Questipns.

The three standarcl-settirig'methods we desCribe. kr) this section of the
manual are based on the ConCept of the "borderline" test-taker. This.
lest-taker Is the one whosetcnowledge and skill's ore on the borderline
between the, upper group and the lower group. Thee Methods are
based on the idea that, since the test takers who,helong in the upper
groupyill tend to earn higher stores than those who befong in the lower
group, the possing,score should be the score that would be" expected
from.a person whose skills'Ore on the.b9rdeiline. The judgments these
methods rerluire are made in terms of the specific q

Thesethods are relafively convenient and "can be applied either
before or. aftei the test is administered. In addition, the process of mak-:v

, ing judgments about test qUegions focuses the judges' atteption closely
P- -

on the coOteni or the testI.Mosfirriportant, the necessary datajudg-
ments about test questioltS7.con nearly always be obtained. However,
the'type of jixigmertf these methoksall for_iSriot simply an evaltiation
of someon4 *darn-lance that the judge can Observe': instead,' these
methods ,call fa niuth more difficult .type of, judgment:The judges
m4st decide' how a borderline test-taker would be-likely to respond to
each of the questions on thejest Because of the hypothetical nature of
these:judgments, we believe that these methods peed, a "realitY check:"
If you useone of these methods., you should sUpplernent it with some

irifOirnitidp`about the actualtest performance,:of real test-takers,
if you poAty can: And if this additional inforrpation dearly indicates
that theVeSufte of the method do not describe the performance of S bor-
derline.te";t toker, you,should be prepared to admit that the method..
mist pot have _worked well arid tO choOse* the passing score in some
otherway. 7 , 7 \,

^.4

,

The earliest arttde,..describing one ot.theseinetho4 (Nedelsky. 1954) referred to this
persori as the "F-Dstudent "

12
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Each Of these Methods consistsof five basic steps:

Belect the judgeS:

Define "borde'rline" knowledge and skIlls:

3. Train the judges in the use of the method you havechosen:

A. Collect jfidgrnents.

.g. 1Corribie the judgments to choose a passing score.

The first two .Steps are the sante for all Methods. The remaining steps

'differ, .
,

The first step 'in any of these metno'cls is to sdect the9udges The

judges must be qualified to decide what level of the knot,VIedge or skills

measured by the test js necessary. For example, if a test of occupational
.knowledge is,being uSed as a requirement for a nuclear powerfplant-
operitor's hcense, the juilges nottst be qualifed to,decide hoi:v much

knowledge is necessaiy to protect the public against operator erroi's that

could result in a nuclear accident. If a reading test is being use'd as a re-

quirement for highs school graduation, the judges must be qualified to

decide what a higb school diploma -Should indicate abput a person's

reading ability: In some caseS, only a fe0 people may be qualified to
serve as judges, in other cases, hiany may be qualified, If only a few
people have the necessary qualifications, and if it is possible for all of
them to patticipate as judges?try to indude them all. Otherwise, try-to

surethat the judges who participate are typical of all persons,qual-

Afiecj,to be judges. Altimportant pointg of view should be representedont.
the pane1 '9fiudges: 4

Hdw many judges should you select? If you have too few, the process

, may be\ too greatly influenced by one or two individuals with unusually

high ,or, upusually low4tandards. In thiS respect, the more judges, the

better. But the ,morg judges you already have, the less you,. Vall gain

fron4dding one more judge. We have used these methods vith as few

as livePjudges, butin these cases, the results were to be takenas'a rec-,
oitmendation,. not as a final determination. We suggest you try to get

more if you possiblY can. .°

Although it is possible to pply these methods without having the
judge s. communicate directly -with each other, we strongly recommend

that you bring the judges together at.a meeting (If you have more than

20 judges, we suggest you divide them intO smaller groups and work

with each group separately.) At this meeting, you can have the judges

define "borderline" knowledge and skills, and you can.trairi the judges

in applying whichever passing score selection method you have chosen,.

To, define "borderline" knowledge and skirls, firit make sure the judges

16
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untetstand .4 hat ItCe test measures.and how the test scores will be used.

Then aSk the judges to describ in their own words:a person whose
c

knowledge and ,skills,wou re nt the baorderline ,between accept-

.
able and unacceptable el§ of the knowledge Snd skills the test mea-

, sures. The judges may find iicOnvenient to dekribe die performance of
, jpecifit people they have tvorlied with, whom they would classify as

/ "borderhne You can help the process' eking- by asking appropriate

4'

4

questions. For example, if the test is a reading comprehension test that
is 12eing used to iclintify high school students 1/44ho need furthr iostruc-
tion reading, you &alit a4c, "Shoirid the borderline test-taker be able
to find specific inforination.in.a newspapir article? To distinguish gtate-
ments of'fact from statements of opinion? Should the bOrderlinestest-

,
talier be able to recognize tfit main idea of a Jaragraph, stated in differ-.
ent words. if..the paragraph is from a Peader' Digest article? How about
a paragraph froth an artiae in Newswee ? How .abciut Sxientific
American?" - t. .

AlleW the juges plenty of tim to agree on.a definition of borderline
knowledge and skills. If there.are strong differences of opinion that can-

.
not be,resolvedby a ccimpromise, you may have to proceed without a
single definition that the entire panel of judges can agree orr.liut try to
get 'agreemerlfrif you possibly acan. When, the judges have agreed on a
definition, write it down,,cooplete with examples, so you will have a
.stitement in words of,the standard that the passing score is supposed.to
represent ,

.Frpm,this point on, the methods differ. The three methods we will
describe Ste named for the people tvho first suggested them in books
and articles aboueeducational measurement. The methods are known
as 4Neder1sky's method." "Angoff's method," and "Ebel's method."
Each of the three methods-requires a different type ofjudgment

I.

Nedeisky's Method . .

This method, suggested by Leo Nedelsky in 1954, can be used, only_
vith multiplb choice tests, since it requires a judgment a6out eac4, possi
ble wrong answer. The judge's task is to look at the question and iden-
tify the wrong answers that a borderline test taker .would be able to rec-
ognize as wrong, that is, as not the kiest-of the answers presented. For
example, consider the followirig questior from a fest of langUage,skills.
Thitesf-taker's task is to c se the word or phrase thal,West- completes

the sentence,

, .

14'
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'My musicjeacher thinks that 'Marian Anderson sings, any

other contfalto he his-e,;er heard."
(A) more wdll than (B) better than T i /

(C) thebest of (D) more better over

A judge might decide thai the bordethne`test taker would be able to
ehmtate wronp answers A and D But the judge might decide th4 the

.

chOice between wrong answer C and the torrect answer B is too ifficult/I
for the borderline test taker The judge *would then identify an wers A
and D as being so dearly wrong that the boreine test taker would be
able to recognize them as wrong.

r ,uoiiecting Juag en ts
Should the judges mafte their judgments' individually or try to reach a
consensds? The method seems to 1.4.1ork fairly, well either way, if the
number ol Itidges is not too large. But eveps with sa small numker of
judges, it may-take some timete get a consensus on each test question,
and with more judges, it will be even harder to get them to agree. Yet,
we believe that the judges can make More valid judgments if they share
information and opinions with each other Therefore. we'recommend
the following grOup procedure:

1. Have the sjudges make a set of preliminary judgments for all the
question, working individuay and using a pencil to mark the

, wrong answersthe borderline test taker would be able to eliminate

2.- Conduct a brief discussion ot each question. aing the folloring for-
!pot:

a. Focus the judges' attention on,the first wrong answer. Ask how
many of them thought the borderline test-taker would be able to
eliminate it as not the best answer, and how many did not think

. 50. -

b. If th4 judges are not unanimous, ask one judge-ivho m4rked the
answer to explain why. -Then ask one judge who did not mark
that answer tO explain why not. Do not try-to reach agreement;
just allow each point of view to be heard. The judges may'or may
not be swayed by the comments of their caleagues. Tell the

, judges they may change their judgments if they want to, Make
&lire the judges understand that their judgments are supposed to
describe the performance of a bbrderline test-takers

c. Go on to the next wrong r.lswer.
3. After pll the questions have been discussed in this manner, ask the

judges to review their decisions ailed make su,re they have marke'd all
the wrong answers they intended to mark and Only those answers,

18
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-41;- Collect the judgments. -
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To save time, you can use a shortcut version of this technique in
Which you consider each quettion as a whole: -

1. Ask how many judges eliminated all the wrong answers

2. Ask how many judges elimir;ated the firsrwrong answer, how maiiy
eliminated the second wrong answer, and so -on.

3. Ask for one of the judges to explain his or her reasoning in deckling
which wrong answers to eliminate.

4. Ask for one of the nwlges who made a different decision to explain
his or her reasoning.

5. Allovrdiscussion as- loitg as -the discussiqn seems tb be proauctivL
Then rifhind the judges that they can change their ludgraents if the?'
want to..

6, 0-1'8 on to themext questioli.I 4

You may fmd.lt useful to bOgin by discussing each :wrong 'answer fi-nd
thn switch. aftef 73 few questions, to discussing the question a's a whole,*

One fimitation of thit procedure is that it requires all the judges to
make their judgments at the same time and place. Another limitafion is
that, even.with the shortcut, it is fairly sloiv (though no(nearly asslow as,
trying to §et a group consensus on each question). For either of these
reasons, you may find it necessary to have the judges make their judg-
ments individually, without communicating with eacti other. If you do,
remember that making this type 'of judgment will'probably be an unta-
miliar task for the judges. If possible, you should give them the chance
to practice the judging task on a saMple of, the questions and discuss.
their work with each other before judging the rest of the questibns (This
is the Proceaure Nedelsky recommended.)

Some types of multiple-choice questions present problems in using
Nedelsky's method. One type that can cause problems is the negatively
worded question, like the following-example: .

t.
Which of the fpllowing foods is not a source of vitamin C? . t.
(A) milk .(B) orange juice (C) raw cabbage (D) baked potatoeg
:. 7 - , .

In,deciehng Oat wrong answers to mark, the judge must remem1;er that'

the better a source of vitarri C a foodis, the worse an answer to the 1`

question it isl and therefor the more likely the borderline test-taker
would be to recognize it as wrong.

Another type of question that can cause problems with NeClelsky's
.. ..

19
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methias4er:=1Dyltiple tnte-Use7 qion. such the following ex-

(Thich cotintry or countries did the United States fight against during

Wo;ld War
I. Germany.

II. Russia
Ill Italy
IV. Japan
(A) I only (B) II only (G) I and,IV only

'(p) I. III, g.nd IV only (E) I. II. III, and IV

This question is really, four true-false questions, and 'the judge-shôuld
deal with it that way. First the judge should decide which of the num-
bered choices the bOrderline test-taker would identify as correct, which
climes the borderliiie test-t.aker wOuld identify as incorrect:and which

4 1 choices the borderline test-taker would`be unsure abciut. Then theludge

can fisure oul which of the answer choices. (A, B, C, D, E) the border-
line test-taker could eliminate, in the example, suppose the judge 'de-

cides that theborderlihe test-taker would.know th f I rrnany) and IV

(Japan) are correct and.that H (likissia) is wro he bdiderline
test-taker could eliminate answer choice A, bec es not include

Japan, choice B:because it does not include r Japan and
does include Russia, and choice E. because it includes Russia.

If you detide 'to use Nedelsky's method with .a test that contains nega-
tively worded questiOns or multiple true-false ques'tions such as those in

the examples above, be si...ae to give the judges plenty of prdctice at
judging those kinds of questions before they_begin making their judg-
ments individually. Make sure .theY can follow the logic of the judging

process. When they hav'e finished making theit judgments individually,
-askihem to explairi the reasons for their judgments on at least some 'of
those questions, to make silk theirmarks are what they really Intended

Another typeof queition that can present difficulties in using Nedel-
ski`s method is the quegion that requires 'the test-taker to _do some
mathematical computation. The.,w, Jong answer choices to these ques-
tions usually are the results of common Mistakes. The difficulties arise
because the type of mistake that a wrong answer choice indicates is not
al,Ways obvipas. Therefore, the:judges may haVe a. hard timedeciding

. wfiether or not a borderline test-oker would have selected a particular
. wrong answer. Even the best qualified judges rnay,find it,time-consUrn-

, ing to figure out .what kind of mistake Would lead to each wrong answer
You can-avoid this problem by giving the judges a copy of the test, that
shows the types of mistakes that lead to 'each wrong answer choice For
example, consider the following question:
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A worker dropped a,h*nrwer eff the roof of a building 36,feet high
'How long did it take the hanimer to reach the ground? (Use g= 32 )
(A) 1.06 setonds (B) 1.1.25 seconds

(C), 1.5 seconds, (D) 2.25, seconds

A judge..rntght_ know that the correct formula is s = 1/2 gtf, which
leads to answer C, and yet have trouble figuring out where the wrong
answ.kS A. B. and D came from The judge's task would be much easier
and faster if the answers on his or tier copy of the tegt were matked asdIE

follows: -

(A) 106 seConds .gt2)
(B) 1.125,seconds (s gt)

(C) '1.5 seconds (s = 1 /2'g12)

(D) 2 25 seconds (s= 1/2 gt)

One important issue in the application of Nedetsky's method (and
Angoffs and, Ebel's,rnethods, also) 'is whether or not Otell the'judges
the correct answers to the telt questrons. Giving the judges the correct
answers may make tfle questions seem easier than they are and, the;e-
fore, bias the judges in the direction of a higher'cutoff score. If you do

,ngt give the judges the correct ansWers, they may judge some of the
-cOrrec't answers to be wrong answers that a borderline test-taker would
ehminate, but this information can be valuable If sg"Veral ju'dges, elimi-

nate the correct answer o the same question, that question rbay be de-

fective. And if one judge eliminates mang of the correct ansWers, that
judge'm4 be udqualified. ,

However, if you do not gWe the judges the correct answers. the
judges may feel that they are, being tested and ,my forget that their
ju'dgments are supposed to indicate the responses of a borderline test-
taker. In ,addition. the judging piocess will surely take longer if the
judges have to tak the sextra step of figuring out the .xight answer to
each question. A gool1solution, if your situation permits it, is to'have
the jUdges take.the test before the, judging session and then give them

the correct answers to use while they are actually making their judg-o't.--
ments. .4.

Chposing the Piss' Store
Nedelsky's method is, based on the idea that the borderline test-taker
responds to a multiple-choice question by first eliminating-the answers
he or she recogNizes as wrong and then guessing at random from the re-
maining answers. If the test is to be scored without &correction for
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guessing. It is relatively easy to find the score that such a test-taker
would be expected t9 get. by applying the following rules-.

1 Under Nefielsky's method. the test-taker's expected score for any
question is,1 divided by the number of answers the test-taker haslo
guess.from

-2 To' find a'test taker'expeoed score for the whole test. add up that
test-taker's ex ted es foi all the individual questions.

For example. if the border ine test-taker has eliminated tiut three pos
bible answers, he or she has one chance in 'three of choosing the correct

1312 ..answe'r Therefore. his or her expected score for that question is 1 di-
vided by 3. or 33 _Table 1 shows an example of these cakulations for
one judge's judgMents on a ten-qu'estion test.

" If The tesj will'be scored with a correction for guessing, an additional
cakulanon is necessary. This'cakulation ia explained in the Appendix.

The cakulations hav.e )ust describedwill give you a separate result
for each individual judge How should you combine these scores? One
way is simply to average the scores in ale usual way: add them up and

A

Table 1. Example otcalculations for Nedelsky's method applied
to a tesnsc-ored without correction for guessing

Question

Number
answers not Expecied

Answers eliminated score

, 2"

2 , **.XXX® ,1

3 X X C 00 *, : (2
4

. 5 OX Y.120( : 1.
6 A B aD E 5, .

7 A B C '5?(C) 4
-

8 OBIKD E ,4
9 A ® C. D E 5

t' l'O A CI,C D ,E 5

Expected total score = 4.43 -

1/2= .50_
1/1=1.00
1/2= ,50,
1/3= .33
1/1=1.00

1/5= .20
1/4= .25
.1/4= .25
1/5= .20
1/5= .20

Sum = 4.43

A Glide mdicates the,korrect answer an X indicates an answer the borderline test taker
. would tehminate
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divide by the number of judges. This type of average is called the mean

The disadvantage of using the mean is that it allows one judge wits a

very high or very low passing score to4tave a large influence on the

result. A second waY to combine the scores is to take the. median To'

find the median, first place the score§ in order from highest to lowest, (If

Mb judges arrive at the same score, be sure to list it twice, once for each

judge ) If the number of judges is4an odd number, the median is simply

the middle score If the number of judges is even, the median is halfway

between the two middle scores. The disadvantage of ding the median

is that it disregards a greai deal of itiformation by focusing entirely en
the middle. score. A third ,viay to corhbine the scores represints a com-

promise between the mean and the median. It is called the trimmed

mean. TO compute the trim ed mean, simply eliminate the highest and

lowest 'scores and aver ge he remaining scores in the usual way De-

p-ending on the number of judges. you may choose to eliminate the_

highest two scores and the lowest two scores, or the highest and lowest

three scores. or more. How much "trimming" to clo is up to you. If you

are going to use the trimmed mean for averaging the scores; you should-

let the judges know this fact before ou calculate the passing score from

their judgments. Otherwise, the u 9s with the highest andlowest stan-

" dards. may suspect that you iminating against them Table2

4 shows an example of these three ways of combining the scores from the

indtvtdual judges to choose a passihg score This examj5le was con-

structed to show a Case in which Ate three ways -of combining scoi-es

procluce very dIfferent results. ln,most cases the difference§ will not bi

as large as they are in Table 2.
k

Table 2: Example of three ways to cbmbine -scores
from individual judges

Judge 1 (highest)
:,kt age 2 ..,

Judge 3
Judge 4 ..,

Judge 5 (lowest)

4./.0 92.50
Vc? 77.25.:

: " 67.00
' . 6667.

65.33

Jticige.; 7725
,J1dge,3 67.00
gage 4 .66.67

'

....,

SUM = 368.75 Sum:. 210.92

Mean= 368 75 5 = 73.75 '?
Median = 3rd highest = 67.00
Trimmed Mean.= 210 92 -.3-.70.31

'One fairly common practice is to eliminate the highest 25 percentand the lowest 25 per-

cent of the scores and average the middle 50.perceni The resulting statistic is called the

"midmean "
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When. you have collected the judgments!' computed the resulting
score fof each judge, and combined the re'sults. you Will have a consen-
sus ju9ment of the score that a borderline test-taker would be expected
to get on the test Of course. even if thisofgment is correct, not every
borderkne test taker would get this ex..9Ct score every time he or she
takes the test Rathr this expected score represents the score that is
typical of a borderline wst taker? pedormance If you choose this score
as fhe passing score. borderlirie test taker should have a 50 percent
chanee of kassing the test (if the Nedelsky-type judgments actually do
describe the way such a test taker would perform on the test). There-
fA. in a fairly large group of borderhne test takers, about half would
pass the-test and about half would fail ,

Angoff's Method.

This rnetho& suggested by William H. Angoff in 1971. is simdar
Nedelsky's method. bunt can be used with test that are riot multiple-
chlice In Arrgoffs method. the passing score,J computed from the ex-
pected scores for cb...inclividual quest;Ons. s in Nedelsky's method
However. Angoffs method does not reqiur the judge to consider each
possible. wrong answer separately. Instea5l. the judge considers each
question as a whole and makes a judgme t of the probability that a bor-
derline test tak'er would ansWer the que ion.correctly. This tasr-dits,Q3e
difficult for some judges. If the judges are not comfortable about making
judgmedis in terms of probabihties. ask tkrn to imagine a group of 100
.borclekie te'st takers and decide how many of thern would a er the
question correctly' 'Obviously. the easier the question. the igher thi's

'number; wtil be The probability must be Otween 00 Slid 1 00 If the
queslions are multiple-choice. the probability should Ordina ily be- at
least 4s.larg as the thance Of guessing t rrect answer b ilind luck
(that is, 1.00 dithileaby the number of di .5)..

.

talrectinif the Jildgments.
Should the judges mae their judgments.'individually or try to reach a
eonsensus2 4igain, we recommend a compromise procedure.

1 Have the judges make preliminary judgments for the first few clues
tions only

tonducLa biief discussion' of each or these questions, using the fol-
lowing format:
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a. Have each judge announce his or her choice of a probability for
each question. Write these. numbers oo a blackboard or a large
sheet of paper so all the judges can see them. If the numbers are
all similar (e.g., within to or 15 percentage points), go on to We
next question.

If the numbers are not all similar, ask foN judgewho chose one.
of the highest numbers to eRplain the reasons for choosing a high
probability. Then ask for a judge who chose one of the lowest
numbers to explain the reasons for choosing alow probability.

c. Tell the judges they can change their judgments if they want to.
Make sure the judges, understand that their judgments are sup-
posed to describe the performance of borderline test-takers.

.-
3. After discussing the first few questions, have the judgesmake pre-

liminary judgments for the remaining questions.

4. Discuss the remaining questions.as in step 2, and give the judges a
chance to change their judgments if they want to.

5. Collect 'the judgments.

Some people have used a modification of Angoffs method in which
the judges are presented with a selection of probabilities in mu101e-
chOice forniat and asked to circle one of the choices. We do not recom-
mend this method, for two reasons. First, it can bias the judges' choices,
particularly if the choices at one end of the scale 'are ver.y limited. Foil
example, suivose the judges are requiredsto choose from the following
list of probabilities:

.10 .20 .30 .46 .50 .75

A judge who.thinks that all or nearly.all,borderline test-takers would an-
sv,er.tkfe quiestion carectly has no Way 'to express trat ()Pinion. Second,
limitin thijudges' choice a'probabilities is contfary to the logk of Are,
5offs method. If you believe that the judges can blakp valid probability
judgments, yOu have no reason to restrict their choice. If you do not be-
lieye tIW judges can make valid probability judgments, you should not
be using Angoffs method. The restricted choioz makes sense only if you
beheve that the judges can make valid protiability judgments with-this
kidd of prompting but not without it.

Choosing the Passing Sgo're
Finding the expected test score fo; a borderline test-taker is done.in ba-
sically the same way as in sNedelskV's method. If the test is scored with
out a correction for guessing,. the probability 9f a correct answer is, th'e
tesl-taker's expected pcore for that question.,Simply add the. probabili-

4. 25
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ties for the individual questions to get each judg&s estimate of the bor
derline teit-taker's expected seOre for the whole test. Table 3.shows an
example (If the test is scored with a correction for guessing, you must

do the additional calculation shown in the Appendix.) You can combine
the scores you have computed fur the indwidual judges in the same way

---as for Nedelsky's method, by computing the mean, or the median, or
< the trimmed mean (see pages 22-23).

Table 3. Example of calculations for Angoff s method
applied to a test scored without correction for guessing'

Probability of
Qdestion Correct Answer

4ri
ed total score = 5.$0

95

.90

.60_

75

40

25

.25

.40

Sum = 5 80

Ebel's Method

Unlike the previous two methods, Ebel's method is i two-stage proce-
dure. Each judge first classifies the questions into groups and then
makes a single numerical judgment for each group Of queStions The
classificatitn of questions into groups is based on ,two kinds of judg-,
md'rils about each question, a judgment of its clifficuky and a judgment
pf its relevance (or importance). Ebel suggestecOhree difficulty levels,,
labeled "easy," "medium," and "hard,", and four relevance categories,
labeled "essential," "impoithnt," "acceptable," arid "questiOnable." The
judge's first task is to classify all the questions in the test, which will result
in a classification table similar to Table 4."(If you have statisticspdicating
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'
the dIfficulty of each question, you may want, to make this information
a%.,ailalfrrothe judges to help 'them make the judgments of difficulty.)..

The judge's second task is to make judgments about the performance
of a borderline test taker. The judge must make one such judgment fOr
each of the 12 blocks of the classification table (except for those that are
empty) That is, the judge rhust malv. one judgmeni for the questions
dassified"essential, eas.." another for the questions Classified "essen-
tial, medium." and so on, all the way down to "questionable, hard."
The judgment consists of an answer to the question. "If a borderline
test taker' had to ansWer a large number of questions like 'these, what
percentage would he or she apswer correctly?" Table 4 includes exam-
ples of these judgments

Table 4. Example of classification of questions (stage 1)
and iudgments (stage 2) in Ebel's method
,

Relevance: 1 _Easy

Difficultir

Medium Hard
,

Essential

- '

Important

Acceptable

Questionable

Questions '1.4.778.13

Judgment 95% correct

QUins "2-6 9

Judgment 90% correct

Quetion '5
Judgment 80% correct

Question 13

. Judgment 50% correct

Questions '11.15.22

Judgment 85% correct

Questions *10 14.20

Judgment 75% correct

Questions "12,18

Judgment 55% correct

Questions none

Aidgment needed

Question *21

JudgMent 80% correct

Questions '16.25

Judgment .60% correct ,

Questions "19.23

Judgment 35% correct

Questions 117 244

Judgment 20% correct

Collecting. the Ju46ments
- The ,groupprocedure that we rec&nmend for Nedelsky's method and
Angoff s method can be adapted for Ebel's method. However, it will be
more complicated, because the judges must make two dedsions about
each test questionits difficulty and its relevance and must then make
q judgment about the borderline test taker'sperformance on each of the
12 groups of questions. If you use this procedure for Ebel's method, we
lecomrilend applying it separately to each of thetwo seages of Ebel's
method. The resulting procedure would be as follows;

1. Have the judges make A Preliminary classification of the test ques-
tions into the 12 categories, working individually.

'4' 24
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2 Conduct a brief discussion of each question, using the following tor;
mat:

a. Ask how many judges classified the question as "easy," as
:medium." and as "hard."-li the judges were not unanimous, ask
one judge who Classified the question as "easy" to explain why.
po the same for "medium" and "hard."

b. Ask how many judges classified the question as "essential." as
"important," as "acceptable," and as "questionable If the judges

are not unanimous, ask one judge, who'chose each category to
explain why

c, Give the judges a chahce,to reclassify the tjuestion if they want to.

3. Have the judges maktha preliminary judgment, for each ,of' the 12
categories, of the peicentage of such' questions a bordefire test-
"taker Would answer correttly.

4. -'Conduct a brief discussion for each of the 12 categories, using the
following format:

a. Have each judge announce his`or' her 'choice of a percetitage for

that categary.

b. Ask a judge who chose one of the highest numbers to explain the
reasons for 'chOosing a high percentage. Then ask a judge", \ _

.:4

chose one of the 'lowest numbers to explain the rea'sons for
choosing a low percentage.

c: Tell the judges they may change their judgments if they want to
Make sure the judges understand that the judgments are sup-
posed to describe the performance of a borderline test-taker::

5. Collect the judgments.

,ChoOsing the Passing Score
To find the expected test score for a borderline test-taker,, use the fol-
lowing procedure:

1. 1$/fulfil-AY 'the judgecipercentage correct for the first categOry ("esSen-
tial, easy") by the number of questions in that category *to get the
test-taker's,expecte'd score for the first category._

2. Repeat step 1 for each of the other' 11 categorieS.

'3. Add the expected scores for the _twelve categories to get the ex-
pected score for the whole test.

Table 5 shows the calculations based on the classifications and judg-
ments in Table 4. (If the test is scored with a correctiOn for guessing, you

must perform the additional calculation shown in the Appendix.) You



can combine the scores you have comp.uted for the individtial judges in

the same way as for Nedelsky's method or Angoffs method, by corn=

puting the mean, or the median, ,or the trimmed mean (see pages

22-23)

Table 5: Example of calculations for Ebel's method applied 'tofe

test scored without correction for guessing

Category
Percentage

Correct
Number of
Questions

-
Expected score'

for category

Essential
\

Easy 95 5 .95 x 5 = 4.75

Medium 85 a 85 x 3= 2.55

Hard 80 .80 x 1= .80

Important
Easy 90'- 3 ,90 x 3= 2.70

Medium 75 3 .75 x 3= 2.25

Hard 60 . 2 .60 x 2= 1.20

Aeceptable
Easy 80 1 .80 x 1 = .80

Medium 55 2 .55 x 2 = 1.10..

Hard ,35 2 .35 x 2 = .70

Questipnable , '
Easy 5ti 1 .50 x 1= .50

Medium 0 .00

Hard 20 2, .20 x 2 = .40

Sum = 17.75

Expected total score = 17.75

Information not rieededno questions classified into this category
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MethcAls
Based on

Judgments About
Individual Test-Takers

,

The methods presented in this section arebased on information about

individual test-takers. They require two types of information aboUt each
test-taker. (1) the person's test score, and (2) "a judgment of the ade-

quacy of the test-talcer's knowledge an skills. These mOods include
the "borderline-group" method, the "con asting-groups" ethod, arid

a variation of the contrasting-groups metl1od called the "4:and-down" '
method. The main aclyantage of these methods is that people in our
society are accustOmed to judging_other people's skills akadequ e orl
inadeqqate for some purpose7 especially in educationara'ad occ a-

tonal settings. Teachers judge the skills of their students, supervis rs
judge the skills of the workers`fhey supervise, and professionals judge

the skills, of their colleagues. Therefore, making this type of judgment is

likely to be a familiar and meaningful task. .

The judgments used in these rAthods should meet the following four
requirements:
1.. The judgments must be made' by bersOns who are qualified to make

them; .

2. The iudgments must be judgments of the knowledge and skills the

teit istntended to measure;

3. The judgments must reflect the test-takers' skills at the time of t4st-,
ing;

4. The judgments must reflect the judges' true opinions.

The first requirement applies to any method of chooSing a paising

score: the 'judgments must be made by qualified persons. With meth-
ods based on gdgments of individual test-takers, two kinds of qualifica-

tions are necessary. (1) the judges must be 4ble fo determine each test-

taker's knowledge and skills, anch(2) the fiages must know what level of

knowledge and skill a person passing the test should have, It is impor-

tant that the judges have both these qualifications. If you cannot find

judges who have both, you may be able to design the standard-setting

process so as to provide the inforraution that the .judges lack. That is,

you can choose judges who are familiar with,the test-takers' knowledge
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and skills and make them aware-of the level of knowled6e and skills that
will be required. Alternatmely, you can choose judges who'understand
the level of knowledge and skills r..act4urgd and give theln the.opportu
nity to observe theAest-takers' knowledge and skills.

If the test takers are students, their teacbers or instructors may be able
to prow& Informed judgments of their/kilowledge or skills. ID this case,
it is a good idea to tell the teacherS not to rriSke any judgment of a Mu-

t wh;se skills they have not had the chance to observe adequately.
The same principle applies when you are asking supervisors, to judge
the'Workers they supervise, or when you are asking test-takers to judge
their peers:-.

In some cases the test takers themsglves may rovfd½h e judgments'
of (heir owh knowledge and skills. For examplpe, s sposehinstruQtor
wants to use a math test to determine whether stude ath skills are
adequate for a technical training course'. The instruct r could g'ive the
test to all the students at the beginning of the course t e fi ti it is
given. After the students have Progres.sed far enough co se to
need those skills, the instructor could_ ask the students to a judg-
rne-n-t. 'Do you feel that you th skills at the time siou began this
course were adequate for di' *rse?" The inructor coi4d en use
those judgments to set a passin ,foreon the test foii the next gr .up of
mudents applying for the course "Notice that in thiS exarriple the stu-
dentS would meet both qu'alificati s for judges. They.would be aware
oitheir Own skills arid of the livelAskill required ,

If the judges are not alreadYtainfliar with the test-takers knowledge
and skills, you will have to give them a chance to observe 'a demonstra-
hon or an example of tte product of each.test-taker's knowledge and
skills. For example, if the test-takers are x-ray technologists, the judges
can observe their, procedure and inspect some of the x raY pictures they
have taken. While- you may notlle able to arrange for obSV-Oations of all
th,e test-takers, you may be able to get obseratiOns of a sarni)le of the
test-takers:

What if the test itself is the best Available indication ot the test-takers'
skills? In this case, the judges can base their judgments on.an observa-
tion ofihe test-taker's' .3E431 test performancenot the test score, but )
the perforinance itself. For example, when an essay test i used to test
students' writing ikt the judges can read the students' essays. For a
test of foreign-language speaking ability or musical performance, the
judges can listeri to the actual performance, or a portion of it (either live
or recorded) The same principle applies to any performance test that is
objectively scored.

A second requirement is that the judgments must be baSed on the

0,
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skills and- knowledge the test is intend4 to measure. The problem is
that judgments of individuals' skills may he affected by factors that are ir-
relevant to the purpose ofthe test. Nr example teachers who are
asked to judge their students' skills in English composition may allow .
their judgments to be influenced by the students' understanding of lit-
frature, their penmanship, their punctuality in cornpleting.as'signments,
their class participation, and so on. Instructions to the judges can help to
reduce the influence of these irrelevant factors. The judges must under-
stand clearly which charactenstics of the test-takers they should judge

, and which they shoulddisregard.
A third requirement is that the judgments must reflect the test-takers'

. skills at the time of testing, If the judgments are based on the judges' fa-
mihanty with the tdst-iakers' knowledge erld skills, the judgments should

3be made as close to the time of testing as possible. If the' ju d ments are
based on a spectal.observatierr, the performance that the jud

1
es obsefie

should be done as close to the time of testing as possible (If this perfor-

mance is recorded in some way, it can.be observed and )udged at a later.

bine.)
There is one exception to this requirement. If the t t is intended to

predict the test-t+ers' skills at:sorne futtge time, then -fbe judgments
should be made at that future time. For e'xample, if a test is intendecl'tO

....-

predict success in a training course, the judgments would have to be
made at the end of thetraining course. .

A fourth requirement is that the judgments must reflect the judges'
true opinions. Itsis important to make surelhat the judges have no per-
soneLincentivero be especially strict or especially lenient in judging the
test-takers skills. For example, when teachers are being asked toludge

-theii students' skills, the teachers may suspect that their judgments will
be used, to evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching. The best precau-
tion against this sort of misunderstanding is to make sure the judges
Understand how`their judgments will..be used. TheY' should realize th4

., by participating in the..stadard-setting exercise, they are assuring that
the passing score will reflecl their own individual standards.

We strongly recommend that the judges not know the test-takers' test
scores until after the judging process is complete, Even' ifttiag judgments

.pre based on a performance that is 4 of the test itself, they shoUldbe
judgments of the peramance, not of "the test scores. The danger is Ihat
a judge who knows the te,s4akers' scores may use the scores of the first

few test-takers to establish a kandard arid then judge the rest of the test-

takers by comparmg their test scores with those ofthe first few If the first
few test-takers are not tYpicaj, all of the temaining judgments will be dis-
torthd. But 1 the judges do not have access to the test sanes, the,y. will ,

t r
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have to judge each test taker individually, and the standard setting pro- ,
cedure will work the way it is supposed to. .

The Borderline-Group:Meth

This method is based on the idea that the passing score should be the
score that would be expected from a test-taker whose skills are""on the
borderline":--not quite adequate and yet not really inadequate In this
respect itresembks the methods based on judgments of test questions
kowever, instead of asking thejudges td make edinated gu&es, about
the way a borderline test-taker woutd perform, this method calls for the
judges to identify actual test-takerS as "borderline" in the knowledge
and skills the test measures. The judges do not have to judge all of the
test-lakers or even a representative sample of them. They need only
identify the ones who, in their judgment, best fit the definition of a bor-
derline test-taker. You then set !lie passing score at the median score
(the 50th percentile) of this "borderline group." The main advantage of
this method is its simplicity. It is eaisy tluse and .e.asy.to explain. The
main disadvantage of this methodls that bederline test-takers usually
are a small percentage of all' the test-takers. The judges may;have trou-

, . ,

ble identifying test-takers who are trul"borderline,:"
You can apply, the bgrderline-group method by the following se-

, quence of steps:

1. Select the judges.

2. Define adequate, inadequate. -and "borderline" lei/els df the skills
and knowledge tested.

3. Identify "borderline" test-takers.
4. Obtaih the test scores qf the "borderline" test-takers.

5. Seithe cutoff score at the median test score of the borderline group,
This is the score that divides the grodp exactly in half, i.e., half the
members above and half below.

The reasoif for using the median, rather than the mean (the usual

"average"), is that the median is much less kfected by a few extremely'
high or extremely low scores, This feature of the median is especially

, ,important for the borderline-group method, because alest-taker with a
very high or very low score is likely to be someone who did not really

belon§ in the borderline group.
If most of the test scores of the borderline group are clustered close

together, then the method is working well. But if the scores of the, bor-,
derline group are spread widely over the range of'possible scores, then
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the method Ls not working well. What can cause the borderline-group
method to work poorly?

J. The borderhne group may include many test-takers who cis) not
belong in it. The judges may have identified several test-takers as
"borderline" because their skills were difficult to judge.

2 The judges may. be basing their Judgments on something other than

What the test measures. ..
3. The judges may differ considerably in their individual standards for

judging the testtakers.

You may be able to avoid te first problem by rAiriding the judges
not to include in the borderline group any t st takers

r
whose skills they

are not familiar with. You can minimize the econd and third problems
by giving the judges appropriate instruction and by getting them to
agree with each other, before making their ju gments, on a definition of
"borderline" knowledge and skills.,

The'Contrasting-Groups Method

This method is based on the idearhat the test-takers can be divided into
two contrasting groups-

1
a "qualified" group and an. "unqualified"

groupon the basis of the judgments of their knowledge and skills
Once you have divided the test-takers into these two groups', you can
consider all the test-takers with a particular test s,core and ask, "Are die
majority of them qualified or unqualified?" Most of the test-takers with

very. high scorei will be in the."qualified" group. As you go down the
score scale, the proportion of the test-takefs who are 'qualified" willete-

crease. At the lowek score levels, the "unqualified" test-takers will out-
number the "qualified" test-takers. One obvious choice for a passing
score would be the score at which there are just as many "qualified"

test-takers as "unqualified" test-takers.
In many'cases it will not be practical to get judgments of all test-takers

in the population. You may have to settle for judgments of a sample of
the test-takers. HoNshould you choose the, sample? If you have to
choose the sample of r'st-takers before yOu have given the test, you can
choose them at random (for"eXample, by lottery) from' among all the

people who wilrbe taking the test. But if you'fan choose them after they
have raken the test, there is a better way. You can,choose the test-takers
so that their scores are spread evenly throughout the portion of the
score range where the passing score might,possibly be located For ex-
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ample, on a 100-question test, you might choose 10 test-takers from
each five-point score interval (31-35', 36-40, etc.), The important prin-
ciple to remember that the- sample of test-takers you select at each
score level must be representative of all The test-takerg at their score-
level. .

You can apply the contrasting groupg method by the following se-
quence of steps:

1.--Select the judges.

2. Define adequate and inclequate levels of the knowledge aod skills
--tested.

3. Select the sample of test-takers whose skills will be fudged (Omit
this step if you can-get judgments of all the test-takers.) .

4. ,Obtain the test scores and thejudgments of.the test-takers you have
selected. go not let the judges know the test-takers' scores.

5. Divide the test-takeis a/ each score level into "qualified" and "un-
qualified" groups on the basis of the judgments. Compute the per-
Centage of the test-takeis at each fOre level who are in the "quali-.
fled" group. (If you do4not have several test-takers at each score
level, combine score levels info larger intervalsklefore you do this
calculation.)

6. Use a "smoothing" method (explained below) tc( adjust the percent-
ages you have computed.

7. Choose the passing score on the basis of the "smoothed" percent-
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"Smoothing" the Data
When you compute the percentage of the test-takers at each score level
who are "qualified" (step 5 above), you May find that the percentage
does not increase steadily from one level to the hext. Instead, it may fol-
low a zigzag pattern. For example, in Table 6, as you go down the test
score scale, the percent qualified droPs fro-m 100 to 75, jumps to 95*
drops to 60, rises to.69, drpps steadily to 18, then jumps to 43, so

on. This kind9f result is eSpecially likely the number of test-takers at
each score...14elis small. ltseems reasonable to assuMe that if you could

get hidgments of all possible test-takers, the percent-qualified would in-

crease steadily from one 'Score level to the' next (pOssibly leveling off at
the highest and lowest levels). What you need, then, is a way to adjust
the percenta4es to bring them closer to what you would have found if

\you had obtained test scoies and judgments of alr possible test-takers.
The general term for adjustments of this kind is "smoothing." Figure 1
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shows why. The solid line on the graph-connects the actual observed
percentages. The broken line conneas the "smoothed" percentages.
The broken line is "smoother" and, presumably, closer to the percent-
ages that would be observed if a much larger group of test-takers had
been judge,d.

Table 6. Dafa for examples of smoothing

Test Score

,
Number of Test-Takers

i

.

erceni
ualifiedQua lifir Unqualified Total

,._

96100 i 5 0. 5 , 100 '
91-95 3 , 1 4 75

,86-90 ' 6 2 8 ' 75

81-85 18 .1 19 95

76:80
,

17 3 20 85

11.75 15 10 25 60

66-70 20 1. 9 4 29 69
..

,
' 61-65 7 8 15 ^ 47

. 56-60 6 17 23' 26

51-55 2 9 11. 18

46-50 14 43

41-45 2 4
,

6 33

36-40 2 ,i2 14 14

. 31-36 0 7 0

0-30 0 / 3 3 0 ,

'Front W Kastrinos and S A Livingston. The Deuelopmerlt of a Proficiency &xarnina
bon for Datal Auxihanes (Pnnc.2ton. N J 5ducational Testing Service. 1979). p 64.

'

3 3
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Percent
qualified
1001)

50%

0%

.11

30 40 50 60 , 70

Test Score

80 90 100 -

Figure 1. Example of of graphic smoothing.

(Numbers in parentheses Indicate the number of test takers at eactitest score level )

There are several techniques for smootiting observed perier3tag'es

Some smoothing techniq*ues involve complex calulations, but others
are extremely simple. All smoothing methods 4re based on the idea that
the judgments of test-takers aLeach test 'score level tell you something
about the knowledge and skills of test-takers at ilearby,test seore levels
One smoothing method that is ea'sy.12 apply is to draw a graph like
Figure 1, showing the percentages as points. Then try to draw a smooth
curve that comes as close to the points as possible. If the.nu"mber of tesf-

takers varies from one level to the next, try to get the curve closer to the
points that represent larger numbers of test-takers. This technique is
called "graphic smoothing." It is somewhat subjective, that is, different
people applying the method could come up with slightly different
results. Nevertheless, it works well, that is, it produces results that are
very similar to the results of the more objective methods of smoothing.
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Another simple smoothing method is to replace the observed per-
centage at eachotest-score level with the average of the percentages for
that score level and the two adjacent scorelevels. For example, in Table

6, the "smoothed" percent-qualified for test-scorelevel 86-90 would be

the average of the percentages for test-score levels 81,-85, 86-90, and
91-95..This number would be the average of 95, 75, and 75, which is
approxirrlately 82. We would expect that in a very large group -of test-

takers with scores betyeen 86 and 90, the percent judged to be quail,-

fied would be closer to 32 than to 75.
An improvement n this method is, to weight each percentage by the

number ef test-taker at each score level. This procedure has the effect

-- of combining the test- akers at the three score levels and computing the

percent-cluahried for th arged group. Table 7 illustraths this "moving

Table 7. SmOothing bY "moving average"

Test Score
Number of test-takers

Qualified Total
"Smoothed"

Percent Qualified

96':100
.t

. 91-95

86100

. 8185

76-80

7175
,

66=60

61-65

1

.

3

6

18

17

15

20

7

5

4

8

.. 19

20'

25-

29

15 ,

54+ 6
-, 5+4 +8

82%

3 + 6 +18 '
4 + 8+19

=87%

6 + 18 +.17
,. 8+19+20 87%

18+ 17+ 15 =713%
19+ 20+ 25

17 +15+ 20
20+259
15 +.20+7 61%
25+ 29+ 15

This method cannot be used to estimate the percent itualifted :at the lowest and highest

test score levels
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average" method. The ",moving avereZannor be computed ,at the
very lowest and highest test-score levs, but this limitation should not
often present a serious problem in settini cutoff scores. Notice that the-
'results of this method are "smoother" than the original observed per-
centages shown in Table 1, that is, the percent-qualified does not
change so abruptly from level to. level. However, the smdothing did not
remove all the inconsistencies, The smoothed percentage for test-score
level 91-95 isstill less than for the twO score levels immediately belowit

Different smoothing methods can result in different passing scores.
Although these differences will tend to be small, you may want to keep
,the process as objective as possible by specifying which smoothing-
method you will use before you collect the data. You may find that the
resulting curve is not as smooth as you would like, but you will be pro-
tedted against the charge that you deliberately chose a smoothing
method that would produce a particular passing score.

Choosing thl Passing Score
the final step in applying the contrasnng-groups method-is tte choice of
the passing score. One logical choice is the telt score for which the
"sinoothed" percent-qualified is exactly 50 percent. At any lower test-
score level, a test-taker is more likely to be judged unqualified than

':-qualified, while the reveise is true at any higher test-score level For the
smoothed percentages indicated by the curve in Figure 1, this reagoning
would lead to a passing score of approgimately 65.

The rationale for setting the passing score at the test sdore that cor-
responds to a 50 percent chance of being judged as qualified is based on
the assumption that the two types of possible wrong decisions about a
test-taker are equally serious. But whauf they are not? For example,
what if it is twice as bad to pass an unqualified test-taker as it is to fail a
qualified testitaicer? In this case, the passing score should be higher, but
how much iingher? Statistical decision theory (which, at its simplest
levels. it really common sense expressed in mathematical language)
provides an answer to this question. The answer is based on the idea
th,V, your choice of a passing scOre should depend on ,the total harm
fr'dm all the wrong decisions you dan expkt to make .

If it is twice as serious to pgts an Unqualified test-taker as it is to fail,a"
quahfied test-taker, then passing an Unqualified test-taker would be ex-
actly as bad as failing two qualified test-takers. The besot' choice for the.
passing score would be the test score at which there are exactly two
qualified test-talsers for every unquafified test-taker. This would be the
test score that corresponds to 67 percent-qualified. BY similar reason-

40 ,
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ing, if it were three times as bad, to pass an unqualified test taleer as to
fail a qualified test-taker, the passing score would be the test score at
which qualified test-takers outnumber unqualified test-takers by three to
one. That i, the passing score would be the test score that corresponds
to 75 Oercent-qualified. On the other hand, failing a qualified test-taker
might be the more serious of the two types of errors (for example, if yOu
were testing to determine 'whether a student will receive an expensive
rernedial training' program). In t case, you might want to lower the
passing score to the- test-score:level where unqualified test-takers
outnumber qualified test-takeg by...two to one or three to one.

In practice, you may find it simpler to ask yourself (and any other per-
sons who are responslble for choosing the passing score) such questions
as; , t. ,

"Suppose you had a group of 100 people and you knew that 50
were qualified and 50 were unqualified. If You had to pass all 100
or failall 100, which would you do?"

If your answer would be "Fail them," then ask the same question for' a
group of 70 qualified persons and 30 unqualified persons. If your an-
swer would now be "Pass them,", ask the same question for a group of
60 qualified persons 'ahd 40 unqualified-pegons. Kell) adjusting the.-
perCent-qualified in this way until you have found the value at which
you cannot decide Whether to pass the group or fail the group. The test
score that corresponds to this percent-qualified will be the score at
whisti yOu cannot decide whether a telt taker should pass or fail-7- that
is, the passing score.,

Ficnv Many Test-Takers?
One question that test users often ask about the contrasting-groufis
method is. "flow many test-takers do I need?"The only honest answer
to this quelon is, "It eepends." Deciding how many test-takers to in-
clude in a contrasting-groups stuey generally 'involves a, tradeoff be-
tween cosg and benefits. The coits are those of getting the)udgments.
Judging more ,test-takers will require more time from .the judges, or it
may require you to setect and train more judges. lt, may also require
time from more of the test-takeg. The benefits of a larger sample are
better representation of the test taker population and greater precision
in' determining the passing score. The,degree of precision you can get
with a given number of test-takers depends.on several factors:

the extent to which the test/scores and the judgments both reflect 'the
same abilities'of the test-takers;

.
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the extent to which the test scores and the judgments are free of other

influences:

thelonsistency of the test-takers' performance:
if different judges judge different test-takers, thg. extent to which the

judges have the same standards:

the consistency with which the judges apply their standakIs in judging

the test-takers.

The degree of precision you need will depend on the number of peo-
ple who will be affected by the choice of the passing score and on the

consequences of passing or fathng the test. It will also depend on how
fine a distinction' you are trying to make. A choice between passing
Scores of 3 andA on a five-poini test is much easier to make than a

choice betvieen passing scores of 73 and 74 on a 100-point test. ,
One of us has used the contrasting-groups method with as few as 20

test-takers, but the cirCumstances of that study Were somewhat unusual

Only seven testscore level's were being considered as possibilities. Each

test-taker was judged tiy erght judges, and the judgments were based on

a sample of performance from ihe test itself:(It,was a test of English-
speaking yofidency for persons whose native language was not En-

, gfish.) Most cirairnstances would call for judgmeiys of a considerably
larger number of test-takers.

The costs of getting judgments of, individual test-takers, the predsion
that a given numbe; of test-takers will provide, and the need for preci-

sion in setting4the passing score will all vary from one testing situation to
another. Therefore, we cannot presthibe a,minimum number of test-

taker; that will apply to all testing situations. We can only suggest that
you (1) include as many test-takers as you c6'n afford to, and (2) consult 1-

a statistician' for advice that will apply to your testing situation.

'Fora description of this study, see-Samuel A Livingston. "Setting Standards of Speak

ing Proficiency.' pp 255-270 in Direct Testing of SpeakingPrdficrency Theory and Ap-

plication. J L D Clark, editor (Princeton.14,J.. Educational Testing Service. 1978)
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The Up-and-DOwn Method

One problem that often maes it difficult to use the contrasting-groups
method is the effort and expense involved in getting judgments of indi-
vidual test-takers' skills. ln manY cases, the effort and expense depend
directly On the number of individual test-takers to be judged. The more
judgments. the greater the cost_ Therefore, you will want to concentrate
these valuable ju'dgments in the part of the test-score range where you
most need them the part where about half the test takers are qualified
and half are not. But until you have collected the judgments, you will
not know where this part of the score range is. Is there anysay out of
this dilemma? In some situations, the answer is "yes." If the test-takers
take the test before the judgments of their skills are made, and if you can
select the test-takers for judgment one at a tirpe, you can use a variation

.of,the contrasting-groups method called the "up-and-down method "
The up-and-down method should work especially well where every
test-taker's performance has beentecorded and is available for judging,
as in the case of a writing sample or an essay test. Here is how it works:

Select a test-taker with a test score near where you think theproper
pa safng score if be: Get a judgrh en tethl-§ ted:taker's glans% '

2. If the first test-taker was judged to be qualified, choose next a test-
taker with a somewhat lower test score. If the first test-taker was
judged to be unqualified, choose next a test-taker with a somewhM
higher test score. Get a judgment of the second test-taker's skills.

3.-'Repeat step 2, choosing the third test-taker on the basis of the judg-
ment of the secOnd test-taker. Continue by chOosing each test-taker
on the basis of the judgment of the previous test-taker.

Figure 2 illustrates an application of the up-and-down method The
letters Q and U in the figure represenf judgments of the test-takers as
being qualified or unqualified. Notice thee way in which the method
automatically tends to move down from test-score levels where all the
test-takers are qualified and up from test-score levels where all the test-
takers are unqualified. The scores of the test-takers selected will tend to
concentrate in the range where a test-taker is about as likely to be quali-
fied as to be unqualified which is where the passing score should be,

To choose the passing score on the basis of data collected by the up-
and-down method, you can simply take the average test score of the
persons selected for judging, beginning just before the scores start to zig-

zag and ending with the score of the next person who would have been
judged if the procedure had continued. That is, disregard the first run of
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scores of test-takers 4 through 1.
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Figure 2. Example of the uP-and-down method (hypothetical data),/,
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qualified persons or of unqualified riersons, exCept for the last person in
that run. For example, in Figure 2, the first four test-takers 'were all
judged to be qualified, so we wobld start With the fourth test-taker The
16th test-tager was not actually judged, but We know -that person's test
scdre, so we include it in the average. The'passing score would be the
average score of test-takers 4 through 16, which is 12 8. Of course, in
most situations you would want to get judgments of more than 15 test-

takers. a.

A variation on the up-and-down method is to select more than one
test-taker at a time. For example, you might select three test-takers at a
time, all with test scores at the'same level. If at least two of them "are
judged to be qualified, 'you Would move down to a lower test-scoie level
for the next three; Otherwise you would move up, to a higher level-.

You can use this variation of the up-and-down method to find the test
score for which the percAt-qualified is something"pther than 5 0 per-
cent. For example, suppose you-want to find the scorf level at which
two-thirds'of the test7takers are qualified. You could select Le t'egt-
takers at a time. If four or five (that is, more than two-thirds Of the five)
are judged qualified, you would move down to a lOwer test-score level
for the next group of five, otherwise you would move up. A wOrd of
caution'. If you are looking for some percentage other than 50 percent,
you shotlfd nol set the passing score-by averaging the test scores of the
persons you select. Instead, you should. treat the data as you would in
the regular Contrasting;groups method. (1) compute the percent-quali-
fied areach score level, (2) smooth the percentages if necessary, and
(3) find the test-score level that corresponds to the percent-qualified you
have chosen.

, .

If you are,using the up-and-down methld to choose a ptiling kOri;
it is important not to stop until'yot have observed several "reveksals A
reversal is a change in direction, from up to down or vice versa. Por ex-
ample, in Figure 2, the reversals come after test-takeri 5, 6, 8,-9, 10,
11, and 13. The importance of these reversals is that.they will tend, to
come frequently in the range where the passing score should be in

- other parts of the test-score range, there-will be fewer reversals. The
more reversals you have observed, the more likely it is that you have
found the right portion of the test-score range.

How large,should the_steps be? :that is, how far down the test-ilcore
scale should you Move after a success, Snd how far up after a failure?

The larger the steps, the more qiiickly you can find the part of the test-
score range where the passing score should be. On the other hand,
smaller steps will give you A more precise estirrfate once you reach that
range. Therefore, we suggest the following procedure. Use large steps
until you have observed,at least five reversals. Then take one last large'

4 5-
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step and switch to smaller steps: A large step might be one-eighth ot
one-tenth of the range of actual scores on the test (that is, of the differ-

-once between the highest and lowel of the test-takers' scores) A small
step might be about half that size. For example, if the test:takers' scores

range from 20 to 80. you might start with steps of 6 test-icore points
and then shift to steds 9f 3 test-scare points, as in Figure' 3.

One possible problem with the up-and-down method is that if th

judges know you are using it, each judgment may be affected by the

previous one. That is, if a judge knows that the test-taker now being
judged had a higher test score than the previous one, the judge mayb-e

more inclined to jUdgelhe test-taker as qualified. We suggest tharyou

not tell the judges what rule you are using to select the test-takers until

the judging is finished. The judges may figure out the principle by them-

selves. kut unless you tell them, they will not be sure you are following it.
consistently. Therefore; they Wrbe more likely to continue to judge

each test-taker as an individual.
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Figure 3. Exempla of the 4-and down method With a change in the step size (hypothetical data)
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Method8 .

Based on
Judgments About

a Grou0 of
Test-Takers-

,

The methods 'describecrin this section are based on judgments about a
group of test takers preferably a large group. This group is &ten called
.the reference grouji. The simplest of these methods, and the one with
the most obvious justification, is to choose the passing score that Would
have passed a specified number (or a speafied percentage) of the test-
takers in the reference group. For example, if you have reason to
believe that 85 percent of last year's test takers were qualified, you can
find the saire that would have passed 85 percent of last year'S test-
takers and use that score as,a passing score for.this year's test-takers..,41
the test changes from year to year. you will have to find the score on this
year's test that would have passed 85 percent of last year's test-takers, ,

by using a statistical technique called "equating.") The judgrfient of the
percentage of the test takers,in the reference group who were qualified
leads directly to the choice of a passing score. This judgment should 1:;e
based on some type of information other than the test scores.

Does a passing score chosen by this mettcod represent an absolute
standard or a relative standard? The answer to this question depends'Zin
the reference group. If the-reference group is the woup of test tak`ers the
passing score will be applied to,'then the standara is a relative standard.
hi this case, â test-taker's relative standing in die group determines
whether or not he or she Passes the test. But if the reference group is a
previous group.of test takers, it has the effeci of setting an absolute starts
dard. From the fest-taker's point of view, the passing score has already
been determined. Any test taker wito scores higher than diet score
pass the test, even dthe dter test takers all score higher still. And any,

'For information on equating. see the ch6Ver by W Angoff cited in the bibh9graphy of

thts minual
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test-taker who scores lower than the passing score will fail, no matter
how poorly all the others do.

You can apply this method by the following sequence of steps

1 Identify the referen-c-e-group

2. 'Select the judges
3 Define adequate and inadequate levels of the knowledge and skills

tested.

4 Collect judgments of the percentage of the people in the reference
group who have an adequate leyel of the knowledge and skills

tested

5. Choose the passing score
Steps 1 and 2 are interdependent, your choice of a reference group

will depend on your being able to find judges who can.make a valid
jbdgment about-that group.

The reference group should be fairly large. so that the judgments of
the percentage, of the test-takers who are- qualified will snot depend
hgavily on ont. or two of the test-take;s. You do nOt need ,t&know the
test scores of individual test-takers, but you dd need to knOw hb;.v many

test-takers in the group received.each test score.
the judge's must be able to)udge how many (or what percentage) of

the test-takers In the reference-group are qualified in the knowledge and-
skills the test measures. Therefore, they must know what the test mea-
sures ahd what level of these skills is necessary. They mast also be fa-

miliar with the abilities of the reference group. as a,group! They do riot

have to identify specific individuals as qualified or not qualified, but they
must be able.to judge approximately how many are qualified:

Defining a-dequate and inadequate levels of the kndwledge and skills
tested can be done in the same way as for tbe methods we have diS-

cussed previously. This is an important step in. the Rocess, in this

method as in any other method, because,this definitiori,,,will determine

the meaning of the standard.
The judges can make their judgments individually' or as 'a group

Again, we recommend a compromise procedure:

1. Have each judge make a preliminarY judgment.

2. Write the judgments on a blackboard or a large sheet of paper

-
'1n 1981 the Nattonal Board of Medical Exarmners changed frOm a standard based on
current testtakers to a standard based on previous te4t takers, for exactly this reason ,
(The National Board Examiner. v 28. no 1. Winter 1981 Philadelphia National Board
of Medic"al Examiners 1
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3. Ask for a judge, who chose a high number to explain why. Then ask
for a judge who chose a low number to explain why. Allow some
discussion, but do not try to get all the judges to agree.

4. Give the juslges -a chance to change their judgments if they want to.
'Then collect the revised judgments.

You can combine the judgments by computing the mean, the median.
or the trimmed mean, as described earlier on pages 22-23.

The main limitation of this method is that the judges must be able to
judge the nurnber or the percentage of the test-takers, in the reference..
group who Are qualified in the knowledge and skills the test meastdes.
This kind of judgment is not easy to make with any reasonable degree of
precision. However, if you can get an approximate judgment of this
type. you can use this method as a reality check on the methods based
on judgments about test questions. For example, if you can be faidy
sure that at least 75 percent of last rear's test-takers were qualified, you
should be skeptical of any method that produces a passing score that
woulcLhave passed less th'an half of last year's-test-takers.

One example of setting passing scores by using judgments about'
groups of test-takers is the awarding of college course:credit, on the
basis of an examination, to students who have not takeli the course.
Typically. the college will have the students in the course take the ac-
creditation test at or near the end of the course. When the students'
grades have been determined the testing office computes the distribu-
tion of test scores for the A students, for the B students, and so on. The
college can then set the passing score on the basis of these distributions.
One popular -choice is the "mean C" the average test score of the C
students. This choice means that a student who ho not taken the
course can score as high on the'test as the average C stbdent did after
taking the course, that student will get credit for the coorse. '

Another method based on judgments of groups of test-takers is sim-.
ilar to the contrasting-groups method described earlier, except that it
does not requirejudgments of individual test-takers. Instead, you iden-
tify a group of persons who can be presumed to have the qualifications
the test is intended to 'measure and a group of persons who can be pre-
sumed to tack these qualifiLations (for example, students who have had
the relevant instrugtionnd students who have not ). You then select a
sample of persons from each group (die samumber of persons from
each) and give them the test. You set the passing score at the test score
level that best discriminates between the two samples. This, method will

See the article by R A. Berk listed m the bibhography
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not necessarily produce the same result AF the contrasting-groups
method based on judgments of individual test-takers Therefore, it will

not necessarily minimize the nurriber of wrong,decisions in the group of
test.takers the test is intended for. It will do so only if (1) the testscores

of the qualified" group are representative of the scores of the qualified
people who will be taking the test. and (2) the test scores of the "unqual-
ified" group are representative of the scores of the unqualified people

who will be taking the test. and (3) the proportions of "qualified" and
unqualified" people are the same in the standard-setting study as in the

group of people the test is intended for
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Choosing a
Standard-Setting

Method
Which Method is Best?
There is no one method thth is best for all testing situatipns. Yorchke
of a method should depend on what-kind of judgments you'can get
and believe q.re believe that the best kind of data to useit you can get
them are the te-st scores of real test-takers whose performance has
been meatuingfully judged by qualified judges. If sk.U" can have the
judges actually observe the test-takers' performance or samples of their
work, we recommend the contrasting:groups method This situation
will occur fairly often with essay tests, hands-on performance tests, etc
For multiple-choice tests, we recommend using the contrasting=groups

.mettiod whenever you can be reasonably.sure that the judges will base
their judgme. nts on, the same qualities of the test-takers the same
knowledge and skdls that the test measures. The-contrasting-groups
method has the strongest theoretical rationale of any of the methods we
have presented. that of statistiCal decision theory. It is the only standar4-
setting method that enables you to estimate the frequencies of the Nib
types of decision errors. The main disadvantage of the cOntrasting-

groups method is the difficulty of getting the necessaryjudgments

If you cannot get valid judgments of an appropriate sample of the
test-takers,' but each judge can confidently identify individual test-
takers as good examples of peOple with "borderline" qualifications, we
recommend the borderline-group method. If the judges can best ex-
Rress their standards m terms of the perfOrmance of a Oarticular group
of test-takers (for example, "at least as good as the average C student"),
we recommend setting the standard in those terms.

If none of tfiese ,conditions can be met, we suggest You use one of the
methods based on judgments about test questions Nedelsky's. An-t
goffs, or Ebel'sbut we also suggest you compare the results of that
method with real test-score data. Be prepared to. compromiv if this
comparison suggests thatthe judges' standards were unrealistic

Methods such as Nedelsky's, Angoffs, and Ebel's are esprially use-
ful when it is important that the passing score represent the kandard of

'See pages 35.36 of this manual
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a large and dNerse group of people For example, in choosing the pass-
mg score on a math test used as a requirement for high school grad-
uation, it may be important to include the opinions of parents, employ-
ers, and community leaders These people are iv in a position to
obseme the mathematical skills of high school students, so they cannot
seme as judges in the borderline group`or contrasting groups method
But they cari seme as judges inNedelsky's. Angoffs, or Ebef.s method.' .

Nedelsky's. Angoff's, and Ebel's methods require the judges to re-
' kieu, the test ff security considerations prevent you from showing the
test even to the judges. you may be able to wait and hold the judging
session after the:test has been given If you do not have this option, you
may be able to collect the judgments and set the standard on another
form of the test (containing differentAuestions measuring the same abili
ties) if the formiD be judged will be statistically equated to the form you
will be using.1 none of these ophons is open to you,- you wilt not be

t able to use orleof these methods
In choosing between Nedelsky's. Angoff's. and Ebel's methods,.Your

main concern should b q. the type of judgments the judges can make
must meaningfully Angoff s method requires the judges either to think
in terms of probabilities (which is difficult for many people) or to imagine
a group of borderline test-takers (which may be far removed from the
judges' experience). However,, Angoffs method is the easiest of the
three methods to explain and the 'fa- stest to use, Ebel's method enables
the judges to take account of tile difficulty and the importance of each
test question. This eature is gspeciallvaluable when the questions on
the test differ wide y 'in their importance Its disadvantages are its slow-

ness and its uti tabilitY for short tests. Nedelsky's method takes ac-
count of the f ct that the difficulty of a Multiple-choice question depends

,..onjust how wrong the wrong answers are. HoWevej. Nedelsky's meth-
od can-43e difficult to,use when the questions are n6gatively worded or

, contain other types omploities.
,

&

'An article by R M Jaeger., listed in the bibliography, presents another method of the
same general type. developed specifically for tests used as a requaement for high school

gradvanim
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Socfai and
Political Issue's

Choosing the passing score on a test often leads to controversy. The
controversy may focus on your choice of a method or your selection of
judges. or it may focus on any of a number of other issues. You should
think about these issues before you begin the process of choosing a
passing score. Even,if you decide not to take positions on some of these
issues, you will 'be better able to avoid destructive controversiesor to
resolve them if they occur if you ha.e thought about the issues before-
hane

.A

Should You Allow ExceUtions to
Your Decision Rule?
A common criticism of the use of a passing score is that it fails io allow
for exceptions. There may be good reasons for making exceptions to a
rule. If you decide riot to allow any exceptions, you may be forced to

,inake a decisiO%at iS unreasonable under the circumstances. For ex-
ample. a -test-taker may have a particular handicap that results in a
lower score than other test-takers with the same level of knowledge
would -§et: If you could anticipate.all the possible reasons that would jus
tify an exception, you could write them into th,e decision rule. Unfortu-
nately, no human being can foi.esee all the *possible circumstances in

- which a decision rure would be unreasonable:- -

The problem with allowing ;Xceptions is that oqce you have made an
exception. 'where do you stop*? You may find yourself pressured by
people seeking exceptions for reasons you do not consider legitimatg
Also, exceptions tend to undermine people's faith in the fairness of your
decision procedure. An exception that some people regard as compas-

s,sion may look to others like favoritism.
One way to deal with this dilemma is to have an established proce

dure for determming whether an exception should be allowed. You
might form a standing committee to approve or deny requests for ex
ceptions If you fipd a particular type of special circumstance occurring
frequently, you can modify your decision rule to cover it. Each time you
modify the decision rule in this way, you will reduce the number of ex-
ceptions you will have to deal with in the future.
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4
Should You Allot Test-Ta.kers Who Fail the Test to
Take it Again?
In most cases the answer to ;his question will be '`yes A test-taker may,
have a "bad day- on the day of the test If so, the test-taer's scare will
not represeht his or her true level of ability But if you do allow retakes.

should you limit the number of tanes'a person can take the test in an at-
tempt;to pass? Should yOu require persons who fail the test to wait a
specified length of time before retaking it? Should you require them to
take -sLtne sort of instruction before retaking the test? Should you retest
them ''4vith a different forgi of the test (that is, one with different ques
nuns or problems constructed to measure the same general types of

knowledge and skills)?
In mo5t cases:a person who retakes a test should be given a different

form of the test each time Otherwise, the person may becorde a spe- .
cialist in the.specific problems and questions on the test. without learn-
ing the more general knowledge and skills those questions are intended
to represent As long as different forms.of the/est are available, we pre-

fer not to limit the number of times a Orson can take the test NO matter

how 'many times the person has failed the test, it is alWays possible that

the person's skills may improve.
Whether to require a waiting period for fiersons whirini- to retake

the test will depend on your particular testing program If the testing
procedure is expensive and the test-takers are not the ones paying for it,
you may want to require a waiting period as an incentive for- the test-

takers to improve their skills before retaking the test Another way to
make sure the test-takers are adequately prepared is to requ'ire

test-takers to have additional instruction in the knowledge and skills to
be.tested. before retaking the test

ShouldPersons Who Have Passed the Test
-Ever Have to Take it Again?
There are situations in which' such a requirement makes a great deal of

sense, particularly where an unqualified person represents a danger to

others. For example, airline pilots are required to demonstrate their

skills not Just once. but every six months as long as they continue to fly

In deciding whether this type of requirement makes sense in your test-
ing situation, you should consider questions like these Could a person's
level of ability decrease over time? What could happen if it did? Isths
test changing from year to year, to include new knowledge and skills?

What could happen if a person has mastered the old knowledge and

skills but not the new?
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Should You Establish an "Uncertain" Category?
When you use a test with a single passing score, two ldnds of decision

errors are possible. An unqualified person may get a score above the

passing score, a qualified person may get a score below the passing

score. One way to reduce the chances of both kinds of errors is to estab-
lish an "uncertain" category. For persons in this middle category, you
wilt have to get additiorzial information before making the pass/fail deci-

sion. This additional information might be another form of the same
test, or a different test, or some other type of evaluation

To establish an "uncertain" category you will have to choose two trit-
icat scores instead of only one, since you are dividing the test-takers into
three groups instead of only two. With some methods, this modification
will double the time and effou'required. However, with the contrasting-
groups method, you may be able to chbose two critical scores with very

1 little extra work. If ycru have estimated the relationship between a test:
thkees score and the probability that the test-taker will be judged as
qualified, you canjpecify the two critical scores in terms of these prob-

abilities. For exan7le, you might decide to pass any test-taker with

more than a 75 percent probabil6 of being qualified, fail anytest taker

with less than a 25 percent probability, and seek additional information

about the rest.
There may be situations in which you eannot get any additional infor-

mation about the test-takers. If no other information is available ant/ the

test-taker cannot even retake the test before a decision must be made,
an "uncertain" category may not be of much help.

Should You Use Normative Information in
Setting an Absolute-Standard?
This is. to some extent, a philosophical issue. Even an absolute stan-
dard is ultimately normative. That is, people's judgments of what a per-

son should be able to 'do Will always depend- to some exte.nt on what
people can do. However, there is often a gap between what people (for

example, students) can do and what other people (for example, instruc-

'tors) think they should be able fo ao. We believe that if you are using a-
method based on judgments about test cp,,,e, stiOns, it makes sense to use

normative data as a "reality check." In this case, we suggest that you not

share the normative information with the judges until after they have
made their initial judgments. Then you can let them know how a group

of real test-takers performed on the test. If the judges4ea of a "border-

line'',test-taker is someone whose perfounance approathes or exceeds'
that of the average actual test-taker, their standards may be unrealisti-

cally high. Even if you are using a method based on judgments about in-
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clividuil test-takers. it may make senie to use normative information
about tesmakers who were not judged, as a check on the process of
selecfing the test-takers and collecting the judgments If you know that
most of the test-takers are qualified, and yet the majority_of them have

test scores like those of the persons who were judged as "unqualified,"
you have reason to suspect that something went wrong

,

Should You,Allow the Standadto ;

_Change Ovei Time? ,

In many tYpes of testing.,continuity of the standard is important. For ex-
ample, if the test is a requirement for a dijZina or a, certificate, the
,meaning of the certificate will change if the standard changes But if the
test is changed from year to year, it may be easier in some years and
harder in others. One w,0 to maintain a constant standard is to adjust
the passing score to account for the differences in the difficulty .of the
test. However, such an adjustment may appear to be a, change in the
standard, even though its Purpose is toovoid a change in the standard
Therefore. the adjustment may cause political problems. Fortunately,
you can also maintain the standard by anjusting the test kores to com-
pensate for the change In the difficulty of the test and leaving the pass-
ing score unchanged. This type of adjustment is called "equating." ft is
an accepted and widely used technique in educational toting, bUt it re-

quires certain types of information linking the two forms of the fest. For
example, the two forms of the test may be designed to haVe several
questions_in common, pr both forms ot the test may be given experi-
mentallylra group of test-takers.

In other types of testing, it may be desirable to have some flexibility in
the standard. Conditions ,may change over time. TechnoloOcal ad-
vances may change the levels of certain skills require4 in an, occupation

A cnfical shortage of people in an occupation may make it necessary to
lower the standard. Changes in the educational needs of the children in
a school district may require a revision in the standard. Even in the
abse of such'changes, experience with the effects of using a Particu-

lar ndard may indicate that a revision would be desirable. Here
again, equating is necessary if the test is changed from year tO' year, to

adjust for the differences in difficulty that may result. Without equating,
if this year'siest is easier than last year's t you may think you are rais-

ing the standard when you are actually lo ering it.

yor more information on eqqattng. see the chapter by W H Angoff cited in tke bibliog

raphy
, 4
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Should You Set Different Passing Scores for .

-- Different Groups of Test-Takers?
In some decisron-malcing situations, the test-takers may come from dif-

ferent instiuctional.backgroinds. For example, some of Ihif people tak-

ing a test for certification in a profession may, have completed a formal

training-course. while others may have acquired their professional
knowledge,and Ills informally, on the job. The test-takers without for-

mal training may tend to do poorl9 pn the test, but -much better in a

practical work situation like the one in which they have gained their ex-

perience. HOWever, the use of a lower passing score for these test-

takers may appear to be a purely political concession, even if it is not in-

tended to be The best solution is .to use a test that measures only the

knowledge and skills the person actually uses orr the job (or comes as

close, as possible to this ideal). Also. make sure the test is easy to read

and free of tricky questions (foi example. questions containing wrong

answers that are nearly correct). If there are pictures or diagrams on the

test, make sure they look like the things they"are supposed to represent

If the test has already been made up, you may find-you have to delete

some questions in order to make it fair.
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Helpfuk
Hints'

When you choose the passing score on a test you are making explicit
the lowest level of performance that will be considered acCeptable.
Some people may think that the level you have set is absurdly low.
Others, particalarly those that fall below it, will think that the level is un-
fairly high It will be difficult to convince either group that your passing
score is appropriate, because there is no purely objective way to set
standards All methods of setting standards depend on some type of
subjective judgment at some stage of thd process. Critics will be able to
argue that those judgments were wrong. You will never be able to prove
that your passing score is correct. but there are steps that you can take
to increase the probability that your passing score,will be accepted:

Be Prepared to Explain Why You Are
Using a Passing Score
Even Though a passing ;core may lead to fairer decisions' than those
made on a case by-case basis, some people wil erceive the use of 'a
passing score as arbitrary and unfair. You should be ed to explain
the reasons,for the use of a passing score in your particular testing situa-
tion. In patticular, you should be prepared to%swer the o Owing
questions: .

are the decisions to be made oil the basis of the passing score
'being made now?

Why will the use of the passing score be preferable to the current
system?

You should try to anticipate any harm that might be caused by the use
of a passing score. You should also be ready to point Out the,harm that
would be caused by not usin'g a passing scorethat is, by making the
decisions the way they would be made, otherwise.

Evaluate the Test
The test 5hould be adequately reliable and valid for its intended pur
pose. It should be free of bias. groups of test-takers should notdiffer sys-
tematically in their scores unless they truly differ in the knowledge and
skills the test is intended to'measure. If the'techniques of evaluating test
score reliability, valiclit, and lack of bigs are not among your competen-

.
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cies. gdt help from peopls who do understand these techniques as they

apply to tests used with passing sc9res. An explanation of tivse tech-
niques is beyopd the scope of this manual, but it is obviously impossible

to set acceptable standards on unacceptable tests.
In addition to any empirical evidence of test quality, you should ob-

tain.judgments about the test from people Who represent those who will

be affected by the test Their opinions about-the appropriateness of the

test will be important in determining their Aeptance of the passing
score. A dozen favorable references in the Meptal Measurernenti Year--

- book will not persuade people that your test is acceptable if the test sim-

ply does not look right.
,

Make Sure the Judges Understand What.the Test
is SUPposeato Measure
Some of the methods we have presented (ivedejsky's*, Arigoff's, Ebel's)

require the judges to review the test in detail. Others do not. We recom-
mend that. no,matter what method You are using, you have the judges
Iodic at the test, .unles s you have a reason not to (for example, tegt se-

. ,
cunty). We also suggest tnat,9ou give the judges a concise description of

the knowledge and skills the test is intendecho4easure. It you cannot 1.

allow tbe piges to loOk at the actual test, we suggest you give them. a

detprled deicription of the knowledge and skills tlie test is intended to
measure ctrici a few sample questions similar to, those on the test This
kind otpreparation will help tb guard against the kind of misunderstand-

ing that can, lead to judgments that are not based on the abilities mea-

sured by the teSt. ,

,

.-Mäke the Process of Setting the Passing Score
as Open as Possihie
The fact that a pagsing score will be set ancrthe way in which it' will be;,et
should.be wdl publicized. People should have a chance td proelf
gestions and comments early'enough in the prOcess to allow you to a,ct

on the information that you receive. For example. if you are setting,the
passing score for a tes,t to be used as a requirement for a high school
:diploma, parents,, students, -leachers, school board members_ school
administrators, members of community groups, and local. employers
shouldpzuncouraged to participate. In many situations it willPe im-,

portant to involve members ofracial, ethnic, and culturill minorities

though it may be impossible,to* have face-*to-face meetings with all
the vople who'may be interested, you can encourage them tAvntVo
you about their concerns. Make It hard for people to say that they did

t not have a chance to become involved and state their Views The more
,
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. public involvement tkere is throughout the standard setting pcocess, the

more likely that the R4ssing score w& be accepted when the process is
completed. f -

Make Sure People Understand How
the Test Will be Use&
It is important that people understand why the test is being given They
should know what kinds of decisions will be made on the basis'of the
test scores and what kinds will Qot. If a possible use of a test threatens
people. and if you do not intend to use the test in th'at way, say so For
example. if .a certification test will be used only fpr the certification of
nesapplicants. be,sure to tell currently certified people that this require-
ment will not be applied to them. In a school setting, if a test is to be
used only to idennfy students needing itmedial work.-state explicitly

- that the scores wilt not be used to eyaluate teacher performance..Try to
. anticipate people's concerns about threatening but unintended uses of

the test and make public.guarantees that the test will not be used in
those ways.

Give Adequate Notice Tha a Passing Score
Will Be Applied
It islunfair to;rnake people comply with new requirements unless they
are given enough time to'PrePare. lo_some instances, it may even be il-

legal because due procgs of law requires adequate prior notice of a
new rule that may deny benefits to a person. Whether or not prior
nonce is required (and the kind of notice required) will varywith the sit-
uation. For I.xatitple. people may have entered an accredited training
program under the condition that they would receive their certification
after compleling.the program a,nd acquiring a certain amount of experi
ence. The imposition of a new barrier, in the form of a test that they
must pass, could lead to legal,challenge People who enter the program
knOwing that they will have to pass test are far less likely toechallenge

that requireinent. It may be wise to c nsult a lawyer before you institute
a passing score that may be use eny benefits to people who would
otherv:ise be eligible for them.

:

4
Develop Informative.Sco e'Reports
We believe that a person whd has t ken a test that is used with a passing '.

.
Score should resewe at feast two ty of information, his or her own

, score and the passing score, You shoul also_ consider providin

t.

tional diagnostic information thernight 13, useful to the test-taker. Even,
though the paslail decision may be base.. on a single total score, the
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test taker may find it usejul to know how many questionshe or she an
swered correctly, and how many incorrectly, in each of the main con-
tent categones. Few things are pore frustrating than receiving a failing
grade on a test withoutbeing given any other informatidn. The more in-
formation you provide, the more likely it is that your testing program
will be accepted.

Allow Plenty of Time for Choosing the Passing Score
One good way to plan your schedule is to count backwards from the
time the process.must be completed. 8e sure to allow time for all the
necessary,activities. You will have to select and train the judges If you
are using a method you have not used before, you should allow time for
a small-scale practice run to make sure the procedure will work prop:
erly. You may have to allow time for printing the test, administering the
test, and scoring the test.

Even if the test is available and you are setting the passing score by a
method that does not require test admtnistration, the process rnay take
longer than you anticipate. For example, it may be difficult to find a time
when all of the judges are free. You may discover, after collecting the
judgments, that some of the judges simply did not under,stand what
they were doing. In this case, you will have to repeat the judging pro-
cess. In setting a passing score, as in other areas of life. it is usually wise
to assumethat if something can go wrong, it will.

Review the Process
Before you actually begin to use the passing score to make decisions,
review the procedure by which the passing score was chosen. If some-
thing in the proCess was not right, you will want to find out :about it
before' you have begun to apply the passing score The following ques-
tions may help to focus your attention on things that might have gone
wrong:

Wese the judges all qualified to make the kinds of judgments they
were making?

--Were the judges a representative group?

Did ,the judges understand their task?

Did the judges have enough time to cqmplete their task carefully?

Were all the necessary calculations done correctly?

In addition, if the method was based on judgments abaut test- takeis,
consider the following questions: . .

.
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awe,

,

Did the judges know enough about the test takers to make valid
judgments?

.

Did ihe judges concentrate on the same knowledge and skills that
the test is intended to measure?

or

4

Observe the Effects of USing the Passing Score .

Once you have begun to use the pas;ing score to make decisions, try to
get information that will enable you to judge its appropnateness. Make
an effort to get opinions from the different types of people who are af-
fected In the schools, these would include administrators, teachers,
students, and parents In an occupationil setting, these would inckide
the test-takers, their colleagues, and their supervisors. Icy to find out
what happened to people who faded the test. Is there evidence that
many of them were actually qualified at the time they took the test? Is
there evidence that many of the people who passed the test were un-
qualified? What were the consequences of failing a qualified person? Of
passing an unqualified person? .

The information you get may well be inconclusive. Hoivever, it may
indicate...that the passing score was clearly too high or too low. In that'
case. you should be prepared to revise it.

,

,
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Conclusion,

All methods of standard setting require judgment. The process of setting

a standard can be only as good as the judgments that go,into it The
standard will depend on whose judgments are involved in the process
In this sense. all standards are subjective. Yet. once a standard has beVn
set. the decisions based on it can be made objectively. Instead of a sep-

arate set of judgments for each test taker. you wdl have the same set of
s

judgments applied to all test-takers. Standards annot be objectively de-.
termined. but they can be objectitiely applied
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Appendix

Additional Calculations Required by the -

Correction for Guessing

The usual correction for guessing formula used with multiple-choice
tests depends on the number of choices per question. If each question
has five answer choices, four of them will be wrong answers The tracb-.
tional correction for guessing is to subtract one-fourth of the number of
wrong answers'the test-taker chooses &milady, if each question has
four answer choices, three of them will be wrong answers. to correct for,
guessing. subtract one third of the number of wrong answers the test-
takser chooses.

The Nedelsky. Angoff, and Ebel methods produce an estimate of the
expected number of correct answers the "borderline' test-taker will
choose To find the test-taker's expected score, corrected for guessing.
do the following calculations.

1 Subtract the expected number of correct answers frorn the total
number of question's to get the expected number of wrong answers,

2 Divide this number by the numberdwtong answers per question, to
get the expected number of penalty points.

3. Subtract this number irom the expected number of right answers, to
get the test-taker s expected score.

For example. suppose the test has ten questions and each question
ifas five answer choices, as in Table 1 on page 22 If the expected num-
ber of correct answers is 4.43, you would do the following calculations ,

Expected number of wrong answers: 10 4.43 = 5.57

Expected number of penalty points for guessing 5 57 4 = 1.39

Expected score, corrected for guessing: 4.43 1,39 = 3.04
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